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The origin of Black History Month
BY RRNDRLL
Rsslstant

POST

News Editor

While
African
Americans
have always been a part of the
fabric that stretches across the
American history timeline, it
wasn't until the 20'h century that
their achievements and struggles
for civil rights and freedom were
recognized in history books.
BlackHistory Month started out
as "Negro History Week" in 1926,
according to the online encyclopedia www.infoplease.com.
Dr. Carter G. Woodson established the Journal of Negro
History in 1916, and launched
"Negro History Week" in 1926.
According to the online encyclopedia, Woodson was the
son of slaves, and he worked in
Kentucky coalrnines until he enrolled in high school at the age
of 20. Woodson went on to earn
a Ph.D at Harvard. During his
studies, Woodson was upset to
find that history books ignored
African American contributions
to American history.
Woodson chose the second week
of February for "Negro History
Week," because it marks the
birthdays of Frederick Douglass
and Abraham Lincoln, two men
whose influence on, African
American history is great.
In 1976, "Negro History Week"
was extended to cover the entire
month of February, allowing for
more events and activities.
The Cultural Center at Boise
State orchestrated a series of
events to celebrate Black History
Month. At noon on Tuesday, Feb.
22, the Cultural Center will show
the video, "Martin Luther King
Ir.: Letter from Birmingham
Jail." A discussion will follow.
The Cultural Center is located
on the second floor of the SUB.
Thursday, Feb~ 24, Caravan, an
African drumming and singing group, will perform on the

Student Union Braval Stage at
12:30 p.m. Both events are free.
Aside from Douglass and
Lincoln's birthdays, February
holds many important dates in
African American history.
February 23, 1868:
W. E. B. DuBois, important civil
rights leader and co-founder of
the NAACP,was born.
February 3, 1870:
The 15th Amendment was
passed,
granting
African
Americans the right to vote.
February 25, 1870:
The first black U.S. senator,
Hiram R. Revels (1822-1901),took
his oath of office.
February 12, 1909:
The NationalAssociation for the
Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP)was
founded by a group of concerned black and white citizens
in New York City.
February 4, 1913:
Rosa Parks, initiator of the
Montgomery Bus Boycott, was
born.
February 22, 1950:
Julius Erving (Dr. J), NBA Hall
of Fame basketball player, was
born.
February I, 1960:
, In what would become a civilrights movement milestone, a
group of Greensboro,
N.C., college students began a
sit-in at a segregated Woolworth's
lunch counter.
February 21, 1965:
Malcolm X, the militant leader
who promoted Black Nationalism,
was shot to death by three Black
Muslims.
February 8, 1968:
Three South Carolina State students are killed during segregation protests in Orangeburg, S.C.
Dates cited from www.infoplease.corn and Black Legacy
2005: A Calendar of Black
American Achievements.
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in public office
SomecelebratedAfrican-American govenunent
officialsin U.S. history andcurrent members
of Congress:'.

Te~
Secretary of State,
Condoleezza Rice;
1954First African-Am
woman to hold t
office; national s
advisor under Pre
George W.Bush;'
advised President
George l-I.W, Bush on
Soviet Union

Supreme Court Justice
Thurgood Marshall
1908-1993
Supreme CourtDs first
African-American justice,
1967-1991; as an NAACP
lawyer,won Brownv. Board
of Educatlon of Topeka, the
1954 Supreme Court case
that overtumed "separate
but equal" schools

Army'General
Secretary of Sta

Rep. Shit

Colin Powell
1937Highest ranking
Alrlcan-Amertcan
officer in U.S. history;
first African-American secretary of
state; chairman of Joint Chiefs of Staff
durl09
U.War

Chisholm

D-N.Y.
1924-2005
First feri'l~leAfilbanAmerican presidential
candidate, in 1972; first
African-American
woman in House of
" Representatives

Rep. Adam Clayton
. Powell, D-N.Y.
.1908-1972
Lone voice of AfricanAmerican protest in
House of Representatives
for years; elected in 1945 '
by Harlem district

Sen.

Hiram Rev
R-Miss. 1827-190,
First Africa
American
senator, ele
In 1870 during<
SouthDs
Reconstruction

In the current Congress
Allare Democrats
I

42 out of 435
representatives'

I
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•
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United Nations diplomat
,Ralph Bunche
1904-1971
First African·American awarded
Nobel Peace Prize, in 1950 for
'having mediated Arab-Israeli
truce, and first to head a U:S.
State Department division

Bike task force to rollout
recommendations soon
BY GREGORY

1936-1996
First African-American elected
to House oi Representatives
fromSouth since Reconstruction;
member of committee that held
1974 Watergate hearings

RUTTY

Naws Editor

The Bicycle Task Force held a
public forum in the SUB Tuesday
afternoon to hear campus opinion on a proposed dismount zone
in the quad for bicyclists and
skateboarders.
The task force is charged with
making recommendations to the
president's cabinet about possible
solutions to the safety problems
posed by the heavy traffic ofbicyclists, skateboarders, and pedestrians in the quad and elsewhere
on campus.
While several letters were sent
to the forum to be read aloud,
only one student showed up to
speak.
Wyatt Williams, a graduate student and bike commuter, said the
issue is not just about safety but ,
also about health.
"Anyopportunity forAmericans
to get out and exercise in anyway
is a benefit," Wyatt said.
Wyatt urged the task force to
find a solution that includes everyone, and suggested the ereation of a bike/skate lane across
campus as well as a bike lane on
University Drive.
Wyatt says the problem is not
PHOlll COURTSEY OF A.~DYPECCHENINO
wheeled commuters, but rathStudentcyclist exercises his conslltutlonalright to Impress girls while riding tc his Math 378 class.
.
er the wheeled commuters who
clists and skateboarders a "daily the task force is considering a few and what types of wheeled transspeed excessively.
Many of the letters read aloud annoyance and- an occasional
different options including the port should be allowed on camwere written by pedestrians con- hazard." The letter urgedBSU to creation of a dismount zone in the pus. '
cerned with their safety while adopt "Greenbelt-style guldelines
Everett said the task force will
quad and/or the creation of bike/
hopefully have recommendations
skateboard lanes on campus.
and signage,"
walking on campus. ,
A letter signedby 13 College
Other issues the task force is for the president's cabinet in a
According to Jared Everett. the
of Business and Economics studire,ctor of Public 'Safety, Risk discussing include a policy on month.
dents tailed the behaviorofbicywhat to do with abandoned bikes
,Mim~gement,andTransportation,
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Student Senate passes bill
celebrating Cesar Chavez
BY DUSTIN

LRPRRY

News IIlrlter

The Associated Students of
Boise State University Senate
unanimously voted to designate
the last week of March "Cesar
Chavez Week" in recognition of
the civil rights activist.
"It is very important to have
this celebration because nobody
knows what happened in the '60s
and '70s in respect to the Chicano
movement or the Farm worker movement," said Fernando

Mejia, general assistant of the
Organizacion
de Estudiantes
Latino-Americanos
(OELA) at
BSU.
According to the bill, Chavez
played a key role.in forming the
first collective bargaining agreement between farm workers and
growers in the United States. The
agreement provided required rest
,periods, clean drinking water,
protection from pesticides and
the banning of the pesticide DDT.
, He helped to organize the first
farm workers union, credit union
SIlIl Ch8UIlZ (page 3)

Crowds pack Central Park for "The Gates'
BY CRISTlNR
SILVA
HUTCHINSON
Naw York

RND BILL

Dally News

NEWYORK- More than 700,000
art lovers walked through "The
Gates" over the weekend - bringing record crowds to Central Park.
according to early estimates.
The saffron-colored sheets billowing across 23 .miles oUootpaths attracted throngs far larger
than are seen on the sunniest
of spring days, said city Parks
Commissioner Adrian Benepe.
"(It's) one of the greatest events
in the history of the NYC parks
system," Benepe said. "This is the
largest weekend crowd we. have
ever seen - bigger than a warm
spring weekend."
Parks officials estimated that
up to 350,000 people visited the
exhibit when it opened Saturday.
Official estimates for Sunday
were not available. But Central
Park Conservancy head' Doug
.Blonsky said it appeared that
there were even more people in
the park SutidllY., ."
..

servancy, I have never seen so
many visitors exploring so much
of the park," Blonsky said.
"The Gates" is the creation
of artists, Christo and JeanneClaude, who erected the 7,500
15-foot-taIlgates at no cost to the
city;-'fhe exhibition. which cost
them $~l ,million to assemble,
will be up until Feb. 27.
Local', shop and 'restaurant
owners and park veiiaorssaid the
project h~,givenal:lig
boost to
their normally s!c:l'w winter business.
'
-This weekend-has been phenomenal," said Marty Appeal, a
'spokesman fur Mickey Mantle's
restaurant on Central Park South,
··where therewasa half-hour wait
for a table Sunday.
_ Park visitors had varied interpretations of the exhibit, describing it as everything from a "big,
glowing caterpillar" to a stril).g of
·orange shower curtains."
"When lloole at i( I think of air
and I feel very light and caretree,"
; said Monica Clark, 24, a.dancer
fro.m Brooklyn.
, ,
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Shiites gain political control of
Iraq, will dominate assembly
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BAGHDAD, Iraq - A Shiite Muslim cleric-led
political ticket with close ties to Iran swept Iraq's
national elections in final results announced
Sunday.
Bywinning almost 50 percent ofthe popular vote,
which will give it more than half of the seats in the
Iraqi national assembly, the United Iraqi Alliance
will almost certainly take the nation's prime minister post and have a dominant hand in drafting
the constitution.
The tally confirmed what the initial results suggested that Iraq's majority Shiite population had
wrested control of the Iraqi government from the
minority Sunnis for the first time in decades.
The new government likely will take control
within days, but Iraq's disposition toward the U.S.
military presence is unlikely to change any time
soon.
Spokesmen for both the Dawa party and the
Supreme Council for Islamic Revolution in Iraq,
the two main parties in the Alliance, said they had
no plans to call for a U.S. troop withdrawal.
"We reject the occupation but we won't ask them
(the multinational forces) to pull out until the security situation improves and the Iraqi house can
stand on its feet," said Hadi al-Iaburi, a Supreme
Council spokesman.
Officials from both parties also said that though
they want Islam to be the main source of the national constitution, they will ensure that the document is inclusive of various sects and ethnicities.
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Speculation over Rice's future
has GOP abuzz
WASHINGTON- President Condit
Political speculation starts earlier and earlier these days, but it's particularly strong now as
President Bush starts his second term without the
usual clear successor.
Condoleezza Rice - one of Bush's most trusted
advisers and now as newly minted secretary of
state, arguably the most powerful woman in the
world - is setting GOP hearts aflutter in the wake of
her boffo first foreign trip.
Already, many are starting to dream of a Condi
Rice-Hillary Clinton smackdown in .OB.
"That's how we get our jollies in this town," said
Stephen Hess, senior presidential scholar at the
Brookings Institution.
Rice's whirlwind trip last week to Europe and the
Middle East, where she attempted to mend fences
with the French and Germans and reached out to
the Palestinians, made her an instant international
star.

national

Continental columnists gushed over her "impeccable grooming," with the French newspaper,
Liberation, commenting that she dresses the way
she negotiates - "seductive, but also no-nonsense."
"When has the United States been represented
by a very attractive, very articulate, very forceful
black woman?" Hess asked. "And when the other
fellow looks like (Jacques) Chirac or (Ariel)Sharon,
wow, who are you going to look at? This is visual
dynamite."
There are at least two Draft-Rice groups, one of
which recently set itself up as a 527 group to accept donations and says it has an organizer in all
50 states.

King memorial group vows
slow fund-raising will meet
expectations
WASHINGTON- Backers of a memorial on the
Washington Mall to civil rights leader Martin
Luther King Jr. say they are on track to complete the
project despite raising just one sixth of their fundraising goal during the past year.
Harry E. Iohnson Sr., the SI. Louis native who is
president of the Martin Luther King JI. National
Memorial Project Foundation, told the PostDispatch last February that the foundation would
raise $30 million during calendar 2004.
Foundation records show that donations since
have totaled just $5.5 million. The foundation has
raised $34.5 million, total, since Congress authorized the project in 1996.
Under the initial legislation the foundation was
given seven years to raise $67 million, at which
point ground-breaking could begin on what would
be the last major memorial on the Mall. Total project costs are estimated at $100 million.
In late 2003 Congress granted a two-year extension onfund-raislng, until November 2006.
"We are still on track to complete this memorial," said Johnson, who left SI. Louis after graduate
school and now practices law in Houston. He said
the fund-raising had fallen short last year because
the foundation "was going through its quiet phase."
He predicted dramatic results this year.
Johnson also said progress on the King memorial compares favorably with that for the Franklin
D. Roosevelt Memorial and the World War Il
Memorial. two recent additions to the Mall.
"We are on schedule," Johnson said. "Compared
to .the other two memorials," he added, "we are
ahead of schedule."
World/Nlllonll/Whallha?
alorlBB courlBBV or KRT
Campul Wlra SarUICBB unleaa olharwlaa cradllBd.
Local/BSU alorles ara courlssv or lha Balsa Slale
Web slls al www.bolsaslBlB.adu.
All alorlea are
compllad bV Naws WrllBrs.
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and pension plan. He helped set
guidelines for safety and banning discrimination and sexual
harassment. Chavez helped institute state coverage for unemployment, disability and worker's
compensation benefits, the legislation states.
Chavez led a march 10,000workers strong in 1992 in the Salinas
Valley, Calif., in support of better
working conditions in the fields,
the legislation states.
Chavez died in April 1993.
"I think that [Chavez] is one of

the most important Americans of
the 20th Century," BSUSociology
Professor Richard Baker told the
Senate. "He was just an incredible, charismatic person."
The Senate also has a bill on Its
docket that would provide $1,000
from ASBSU's discretionary account to the BSU Cultural Center
to finance this year's Caesar
Chavez Week. The money would
fund lectures, discussion forums,
workshops, a movie, an exhibit,
and promotion of said events.
"The Latino population is the

largest minority on campus,"
said Sen. Tabielle Antchekov <the
sponsorfor both bills). "Idaho is a
very rural state, and a lot of people don't realize the impact that
farmers have on this state and
how farm workers have contributed to our economy, Cesar Chavez
is especially important here because of that."
The bill will not go into effect
until signed by ASBSU President
David Morriss. .

Campuses study to make the grade
BY MRTT

KRUPNICK

Knight Ridder Newspapers

It's a tricky proposition, college
educators say: holding institutions accountable for the quality
of graduates they produce.
But college administrators
know state and federal regulators
increasingly expect proof that
public higher education funds
are well spent. Accountability has
become a buzzword among lawmakers nationwide.
In an attempt to prove their
worth to themselves and others,
campuses across the countryhave
started testing students to see if
they are learning to think in college. About tiO colleges and universities are using the Collegiate
Learning Assessment, run by the
New York-based Council for Aid to
Education, to test freshmen and
seniors for critical-thinking and
analyt ical skills.
"Universities are great at studying everything but themselves;
and this is a great instrument to
do that," said David Kirp, a UC
Berkeley public-policy professor.
"It really is the new generation of
assessment."
Two California State University
ca mpuses- Sonoma and Monterey
Bay - are among the schools that
will test their first balch of seniors
over the next month. The colleges quizzed freshmen earlier this
school year.
The tests use two essay questions from the Graduate Record
Examination,
normally
used
to gain admission to graduate

school. Administrators plan to
compare scores of freshmen and
seniors.
"1think that everybody is looking at ways to measure higher
education," said Lorie Roth, assistant vice chancellor for academic programs for the 23-campus
Cal State system. "Many times,
they're not measuring the right
things."
"We sec this as being a better
way of measuring an institution
than the size of their library collection or the size of their endowment."
The so-called "value-added"
tests arc partly meant to fend off
heavy-handed regulation from
lawmakers faced with the annual
task of doling out limited government funding.
Educators say they need to do a
better job of showing why public
colleges are good for the economy
and society as a whole, and the
tests arc one way to do that.
But there is a danger, some administrators say, that accountability measures force over- standardization.
"There's a sense that the complexity of the educational process could get ignored," said Paul
Lingenfelter, executive director
of the State lligher Education
Executive Officers Association in
Denver.
A bill proposed last month by
California Assemblywoman Carol
Liu, D-La Canada Flintridge,
wuuld implement a new accountability process for the lO-campus
University of California, all Cal

State campuses and the state's 109
community colleges. Regulators
would track graduation rates, "institutional productivity:' and enrollment, among other factors.
"It's kind of a way of justifying our priorities:' said Liu, who
chairs the Assembly Higher
Education Committee, "To us,
it's a bigger issue than passing a
test."
Some educators arc wary of
such efforts.
Statistics like graduation and
retention rates don't "really tell
you what a student learned:' said
Rose Bruce, an associate vice
president at Sonoma State who
has coordinated the campus's
Collegiate Learning Assessment
efforts.
"It's a very difficult question to
answer, to prove to the Legislature
what you're worth."
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These boots are made for parkin':
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Boot fee hurts, but is justified
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For all of those who have gotten
the "boot" on campus, you know
what it feels like. And by "boot"
I mean that evil apparatus the
parking department puts on your
car when you've pushed it too far
with parking tickets.
It's a mixed feeling. At first you
feel the sickening despair of being caught, which quickly gives
way to a feeling of being violated.
It is then that you realize your
car is effectively being held for
ransom. Instead of a crude note
consisting of cut out alphabet
characters from newspapers and
magazines, there is a sheet of paper attached to the driver's side
window saying the jig is up, and
you will pay. ~
Which is fine. Those of us who
choose to break the laws on a
regular basis know the game.
They try to nail you and you try
to get away for as long as possible.
Though when you get caught, the
rules ofthe game dictate that you
pay the consequences. In the case
of being booted, on top of paying
your outstanding tickets and late
fees, you must also cough up an
additional $50 for a "boot fee."
Mydays as a parking outlaw recently came to an end, and I was
brought down to BootTown. After
begrudgingly forking over $104, I

Ii'

,APPAReNTL.Y SOMEONE DiDN'T GeT THe MeMO
ABOUTWHAT I Will OR Will NOT TOLERATE '"'

Banning same-SBH marriage
would protect no one
lesbian couples to marry will "devalue" the institution of marriage.
However, this argument doesn't
Here we go again.
make sense.
For the second year in a row,_, Early in our country's hlstoPresident Bush used his State of ry, ensuring freedom of religion
the Union address to divide one didn't devalue anyone else's faith.
group of Americans
the rest. Ending slavery and segregation
He is pushing again for an amenddidn't devalue anyone else's citiment to the U.S. Constitution to zenship. Allowing women to vote
ban legal protections for gay and
didn't devalue the electoral prolesbian couples and their famicess. And allowing gay and leslies. Similar measures are unbian couples to marry doesn't deder consideration in a variety of value anything, either.
states, as well.,
Opposition to equality boils
It's ironic that the Bush admindown to discomfort and, someistration's aim this year is the
times, hostility. Some opponents
same as last time, since circumof equaltreatment for gay and lesstances are dramatically differ- bian couples don't want to share
ent. .
.
the rights and responsibilities
Last May, Massachusetts be- that help protect their own famicame the first state in the nation
lies.
to extend the rights and responBut that's not the way America
sibilities of marriage to gay and
works. No one should be denied
lesbian couples. Opponents of the basic right to equal treatment
equality warned of dire consethat our country guarantees.
quences. But, predictably, the sky
It's bad enough that the presihasn't fallen.
dent wants to make exceptions to
Bush and others claim that they
the founding ideals of our counwant to "protect" the institution
try, but you also have to wonder if
of marriage. But it's clearer than
he and other opponents to equal
ever that equality is no threat.
rights really understand the conNo one loses any legal prosequences of the amendments
tections when the same protecthey support.
tions are extended to gay and
Do they really want gay and
lesbian couples. Ensuring equallesbian couples separated at the
ity doesn't mean there's less to go emergency room door in the event
around for everyone else.
of an accident or illness?
Opponents have been unable
Do they really think long-term
to explain why treating gay and
couples should be denied the
lesbian couples equally would right to make medical or end-ofhurt anyone. The best they can life decisions, which married coudo is say that allowing gay and
BY CHRISTOPIlER

OTT

Guest Opinion
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pIes take for granted?
Do they really think that kids
should be denied health coverage
by one parent's health insurance
because the law treats them as
strangers?
Do they really think it's fair
for gay and lesbian people to pay
the same taxes as everyone else,
but to be denied the hundreds of
rights, benefits and protections of
marriage?
Do they really think that a gay
and lesbian couple that has been
together for 50 years does not deserve the protections that non-gay
newlyweds enjoy from day one?
Throughout our history, steps
toward equality have always been
met with resistance. But I'm confident our country will rise to the
occasion and guarantee equal
treatment once again.
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Averginos will be missed
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Thank you very much for writing about Kostas
Averginos. He was a very close friend of mine
and I appreciate the attention your school has
given his passing both in the article and with the
moment of silence. It means a lot to me and I am
sure to the many friends he had in the United
States and Greece. May he rest in peace.

Poop article totally
inaccurate
This article is so inaccurate ("Nampa man
brings tales from the toiler to your PC",Feb. 14).
Any press is good press, but this guy just got it
wrong. I should have guessed as much when the
reporter told me he had not listened to the show.
To begin with, there is a fence on my back yard
with a ditch and another fence between me an
the school. I did not poop in front of anyone,
which is clear if you had listened to the show.
Final Wipe is not a sponsor, just a company
that gave me a cool product. It's either time you
changed your major or start looking for a job at
The New Republic.

ABOUTTHE WRITER
Christopher Ott wrote this
for Progressive Media Project, a
source of liberal commentary on
domestic and international issues;
itis affiliated with The Progressive
magazine. Readers may write
to the author at: Progressive
Media Project, 409 East Main
Street, Madison, Wis. 53703; email:
pmproj@progressive.org;
Web site: www.progressive.org.
For information on PMP's funding, please visit http://www.
pro gressive .org !pmpa bou 1.
html#anchorsupport.

The second reason is what
Everett calls "customer service."
Before booting on campus, cars
with too many outstanding tickets were towed at a cost of $100
plus an additional $20 per day
storage fee. This money was paid
directly to the wrecking company that won the contract by a bid
process - and it happened to be in
Garden City. While cars are still
towed at Boise State for various
reasons, booting has eliminated
the need to use it for collecting
on outstanding tickets. In reality the cost of getting caught has
been cut in half, and you don't
have to get a ride out to Garden
City- which is a benefit in its own
right.
The third reason is the game
should be fair. The parking department should have an effective means to catch offenders,
just as offenders should not be
subjected to arbitrary fees. In the
case of the boot fee, the charge is
just. This doesn't mean you can't
raise hell about paying it, which
most probably do, just don't go
calling it extortion, like I did at
first.
When it comes to being a parking outlaw, you have two choices
the way I see it: You can reform,
or you cancome up with more
cunning ways of staying on the
lam. I'll choose the latter, but pay
for it if! get caught again.

kicked a parking meter repeatedly, cursed, and then weighed my
options. My first instinct was to
file a police report for extortion
_ and kidnapping against the parking department. The second was
to understand why they charge a
boot fee, which is what I did.
The boot fee is in place for two
reasons, according to Director'
of Parking and Transportation
Jared Everett. The first is a penalty for gross failure to pay outstanding tickets, and the second
is to cover the costs associated
with processing a booted auto.
Everett said the fee is an even
mix of the two. But is the fee just
adding insult to injury for us lawbreakers, or is it actually a justified charge?
There are three reasons why
the $50 boot fee is a legitimate
charge. The first is that using an
academic hold to force payment
on outstanding tickets is inefficient as a substitute to booting.
While it might work for those offenders who are registering for
next semester, many boots are
placed on autos not owned by
students, which means placing
an academic hold on someone
not going to Boise State is pointless. Students would be forced
to pay tickets, but non-students
could rack up as many tickets as
they could find room for in their
glove box. Not fair.

.Kostas Charissis
Basketbail Player
Athens, Greece

It is really important for all of us who shared
moments with this amazing' person to see that
somebody shows interest. He was unique and
all the young people that met him, especially
athletes, should have him as an example for his
strength and kindness. Rest in peace

Chris Rockwell
poopcaster
Nampa

Alexandra Karastathi
Volleyball player
Manatee Community College
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Canseco, steroids, baseball,
and why I hate the Dodgers

Hawkins to speak

BY MIKE

The Idaho Credit Union League is holding a press conference today to kickoff their National Child ID program.
The press conference will be at 10:30 a.m, at the Idaho
Credit Union League office located at 2770 Vista Ave.
Boise State head coach Dan Hawkins will be on hand representing the American Football Coaches Association.
The AFCAhas joined forces with the credit unions across
the country, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
and other local enforcement agencies to promote this
program. Joining Hawkins as a speaker at the press conference will be Ed Smart, the National Child ID Program
Spokesperson and advocate for child abduction prevention, and Alan Cameron, Idaho Credit Union League.

Mariah BurtonNelsonta speak in

Jordan Ballroom
As part of "Everybody is Beautiful Week:' Feb. 14-17,
Boise State presents former Stanford and professional
basketball player Mariah Burton-Nelson. Burton- Nelson,
who will speak on "We Are All Strong, Smart and Sexy"
at 7 p.m. tonight in the Student Uniun Jordan Ballroom.
Her address is free and open to the public.
An outstanding professional speaker, Burton-Nelson
uses sports stories, "life lessons from the playing fields:'
and current events to show people how to achieve meaningful goals. This presentation will focus on bringing
courage, confidence and peak performance into our everyday lives, examining how to accept ourselves for who
weare.

Braden surpasses
provisional mark
Boise State University's Forest Braden surpassed the
NCAA provisional qualifying time in the men's 3,000meter run on Saturday at the Husky Classic on the
University of Washing ton campus.
Braden, a two-time NCAA All-American for the
Broncos, finished second in the 3,OOO-meterevent with
a time of 8 minutes, 0.37 seconds. Braden was less than
two seconds off his Boise State record time of7:58.85 set
last year on the same track.
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Sports Editor

Today-Sun, National Team
Indoors
Chicago, Ill.

Women's Tennis
Sat

@

EYU, all day

Women's Hoops
Tonight vs. Hawaii, 7 p.m.
"Sat vs. San Jose State, 2 p.m.

Men's Hoops
"Sat vs.Weber State, 4:30 p.m.

Gymnastics
Fri vs. Utah State, 7 p.m.
*Double-header'at the Taco Bell Arena

The Boise State men's basketball team is on
a long and strange trip over the next 12days. It
began with a road game last night at Hawaii.
Pollowed by a midnight flight home, which
will bring them home today at noon, with
just enough time to prepare for their Bracket
Buster contest versus Weber State Saturday.
Then it's off to San Jose on Sunday for a game
versus the Spartans Monday night. Then it's
home to play their last two home games of this
season versus SMU on Friday and La Tech on
Sunday.
Whew, that's five games in 12 nights.
"[This] week's pretty crazy," Broncos head
coach Greg Graham said.
This is all during a very crucial time for the
Broncos. Coming off a five-game losing streak,
the Broncos are in dire need of some quality
wins to go along with an impressive home victory versus Fresno State last Saturday.
"The key is play well now at the end of the
season and get position in the tournament,"
Graham said.
"If we get hot right now, we've got a chance
to make a good run at the tournament," senior
Ierrnaine Blackburn said.
'
Hawaii is only a game and a half in front of
the Broncos for seventh place in the WAC.
Saturday's opponent is going to give the
Broncos a break from conference play, but
they are a team Boise State knows all too well.
The game begins at 4:30 p.m. at the Taco
Bell Arena following the women's game. Boise

State and Weber State have met 67 times in the
history of the rivalry when the two were both
members of the Big Sky Conference. Weber
State holds the advantage at 41-26, and the
Wildcats heat the Broncos the last time they
met in 2002-03 with a 58-56 win in Boise.
The Wildcats are led by Lance Allred, this
week's Big West p1ayer of the week. Allred averaged 25 points and 13.5 rebounds per game
during Weber State's two wins last weekend.
He is the lone Wildcat averaging in double
figures in points and rebounds this season.
He is second in the Big West in scoring with
17.5points, and leads the conference with ll.5
boards per game.
Weber State is by no means a good road
team this season. Going into tonight's game at
Eastern Washington, the Wildcats are l-l l on
the road, and have lost 10 straight away from
home.
The Broncos need to keep their focus and
learn from the seniors on the team. Blackburn
led the Broncos in the victory over Fresno
State with a career-high 26 points and played
a very clean game, trying to make the game
come to him.
, The Broncos need a win on the road versus
a beatable San Jose State team. The Broncos
beat the Spartans at home right before the
five-game losing streak. Matched with the
win versus Hawaii at the Taco Bell Arena that
weekend, the Broncos can beat the upcoming
teams on the road with consistency and team
play.
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Eric Lane and the Broncos will host Weber Stale Saturday at the Taco Bell Arena.

BY TREUOR

Men's Tennis

ROCHE

Sports Columnist
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I grew up in a suburb between San Jose and the
Pacific Ocean called Los Gatos. I was raised a diehard
Giants fan and, on some occasions, was treated to the
hour drive to Candlestick for a game. It's written in the
Giants fan contract that in turn, one must also hate the
Dodgers. And in the mid-'80s especially, one must hate
the Athletics across the bay. I had no problem with the
Dodger part, but the A'swere a different story. I used to
think: How could you hate them, they hit homeruns.
I remember going to the batting cages as a kid
and seeing huge posters of Mark McGwire and Jose
Canseco dressed up as Jake and Elwood. It was as clever as baseball marketing got at that time. I can still see
their marshmallow biceps struggling to break out of ,
matching black suit coats. And below the picture read,
"The Bash Brothers ".
Get it?
I told you it was clever.
So every time I went to the batting cage to perfect my
little league swing, that is what I wanted. To a kid, that
was what baseball was supposed to be. It was all about
hitting the dinger and making the pitcher cry. The
same went for all young ballplayers in the Bay Area. It
, went so far that my little league team adopted the forearm bash trademarked by the A's.
This is one of those "If 1only knew then" moments.
Flash foreward to now. I'm watching ESPN Classic,
and for the sake of great timing, Game 1 of the 1988
World Series is on. "High fly ball to right field and she is
gone!" Kirk Gibson just performed that famous movie
moment again. Like 1said before, I hate the Dodgers.
It's in my contract. But at this moment, my fist is pumping like Gibson's as he hobbled around the bags. Why is
a Giants fan cheering for a Dodger win over the A's?
Two words: Jose Canseco.
Before Gibson's blast, I watched the game in disbelief of the steroids playing out in front of me. Even Vin
Scully's voice is praising Canseco's power and athleticism.
"He can beat you with the glove, the bat, the arms
and the legs. He's a complete athlete," Scully said. This
is Vin Scully's Hall of Fame voice speaking. In my opinion, if God himself could talk, it would sound like Yin
Scully. Would you want to hear God speak this way
about cheating players? It's just sacrilegious at this
point.
If not for the juiced up performances by Canseco
and, allegedly, McGwire (according to Canseco's book
"Juiced: Wild Times, Rampant 'Raids, Smash Hits, and
How Baseball Got Big") would baseball still have Kirk
Gibson's memorable homerun? Without Canseco's
grand slam in the second inning, the ninth inning
would have never been played. Think about that one.
Ignorance is bliss, but now baseball ignorance is
pure heroin.
But enough about heroin; this is about steroids.
The concern over the steroid problem has more to do
with the overall credibility of baseball. Any allegations
in Canseco's bestseller will only be torn apart by anyone involved on account of salvaging their own careers.
The statements made from guys like Tony LaRussa or
Bud Selig won't discount Canseco because they're attached to personal agendas. However, any attempt to
seek legal action would only result in further investigations and more names. Suddenly Canseco looks like
the only guy capable of the truth. He has nothing to
lose. Go figure.
Canseco may only be tying to take down those who
he felt turned on him, but there is no sure way to dismiss what he claims. The evidence of steroid usc backs
his story and so do the u-turn statistics of many ballplayers. Whether right or wrong this is baseball justice
and every player named is guilty by association.
More than anything, I take this current steroid
quandary as a lesson -not a call to arms. And so should
baseball. It's the only possible conclusion. There is
nothing that can be done to erase the problem short of
, taking a bottle of white out to the record books. Instead
otleaming from this, all I see is a huge finger-pointing
orgy with the most important lesson is still overlooked
- the money and baseball relationship.
What is worse than players using steroids to break
records and win games? How about the ruling parties
that ignore it. Don't believe for a second that managers, owners, or Bud Selig failed to notice their ballplayers resembling professional wrestlers. They knew all
-about steroid usage or were at least warned. It's simple
logic - people come to the park to see upper deck shots;
a person equals money; money equals rich owner; rich
owner equals a happy Bud Selig. Steroids made that
happen.
The black bottom line is the ultimate pro-over-con
to anyone getting a piece of it.
But now, the biggest can is taking the pros away. You
may hate what Jose has done to baseball, but it takes a
rat to sniff out the rest.
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MIchelle Hessing's return for the Broncos on the home court starts tonIght.

Lady Broncos home for two crucial WACgames
Hawaii guard Amy Sanders was
named this week's WACplayer of
the week, averaging 18.5 points
and 10.5 rebounds in two wins
The surprising and welcoming return of Michelle Hessing for over La Tech and SMU. She scored
a career-high 27 points versus La
the Boise State women's basketball team couldn't have come at a Tech, including the buzzer beater over La Tech. Boise State and
more opportune time.
When a screw came loose in Hawaii are the only teams to beat
the Lady Techsters this season in
Hessing's ankle in early January,
there was fear that it may be ca- - conference play.
Hessings . presence wiII be
reer threatening. However, the' six
foot, two inch Boise native was needed Saturday afternoon versus San Jose State (15-7,8-4). The
back in action for the Broncos last
Spartans are second in the WAC
weekend, leading the team with
behind La Tech, and are lead by
14 points in the loss to Fresno
two of the best post players in the
State on Saturday.
conference.
. In 12games this season, Hessing
Amber Jackson and Lamisha
is averaging 9.8 points and 5.2 reAugustine are both in the top-lO in
bounds per game.
Tonight, the Broncos (8-14 the WACin scoring and rebounding. Jackson is second in the WAC
overall, 3-10 Western Athletic
in scoring (16 points), third in reConference) play host to Hawaii
(9-10, 5-7) at 7 p.m. at the Taco bounding{8.5) and leads the conference in field goal percentage.
Bell Arena.
.
BY TREUOR
HORN
Sports Editor

Positions Available:
{ Director (application

deadline - March 4) }

Application deadlines for all the positions below - April 1:
{ Assistant Director}
{ Environmental & Animal IssuesCoordinator}
{ Hunger & Homelessness IssuesCoordinator}
{ Youth & Education IssuesCoordinator}
{ Healthcare IssuesCoordinator}
{ Volunteer Recruitment Coordinator}
{ Marketing/Graphic Designer}
{Web Intern }

Augustine is fifth in scoring (13.8)
and 10th in rebounding (7.0).
The Broncos currently are tiedfor ninth place in the conference
this season, and could use another big upset victory at home this
weekend. In the previous home
stands for the Lady Broncos, they
posted a huge home victory in
each one.
On Jan. 27, the Broncos beat
previously unbeaten La Tech at
home, and two weeks later beat
Tulsa in overtime on Feb. 5.
The return of Hessing and being back on the home court could
be an added benefit for leading
scorers Tasha Harris and Cassidy
Blaine to get more open looks
from the perimiter. Hessing wiII
also be an added relief for Jamie
Hawkins and Amanda Stewart
down low.

Broncos wrestlers finish season with split on the road the 3-3 record in conference play.
back shutouts bylacob Scoles and
Friday night the match with Cherrington to seal the 33-6 win
Oregon State began with a forfeit for the Boise State.
by each team in the lower weight
The four nationally ranked
The Bronco wrestling team
classes, BSU forfeited at 125 and
Broncos all shared different
finished out the '04 -'05 regular
OSU forfeited at 133.The Broncos
outcomes in the last weekend
season with a split on the road
thereafter were only able to pick of the regular season. Andrew
this past weekend, ending with
up to more wins of the final eight Hochstrasser,
the
freshman
a victory. The Broncos traveled
125-pounder ranked seventh by
to Oregon on Friday to take on matches.
Nationally
ranked
Ben W.I.N. Magazine, did not wresOregon State and followed that up
Cherrington picked up a 6-0 de- tle as the Broncos forfeited both
Saturday in Portland with a match
against Portland State. OSU cision over OSU's Orlando Perez matches in his weight class. 133and Boise State's Casey Phelps
pound Scott Jorgensen, ranked
handed the Broncos their third
beat Travis Gardener 3-1 in the
12th by W.I.N., saw just the opPacific 10 Conference loss of the
I97-pound weight class. BSU po site as both teams forfeited to
season to even their conference
dropped the rest of the individual
him. Cherrington, ranked eight
record to 3-3 with a27-12 win. The
matches, and the Beavers picked
by W.I.N., added two more wins
Broncos came right back Saturday
.
to his team-leading total as he
and blew out Portland State 33-6. up the 27-12victory.
Saturday's
demolishing
of finished the regular season with
The Broncos did not have the
Portland State was a near per- - a 28-6 record. Finally the heavysame success they had at the end
fect way to end the season for weight Eric Smith, ranked 171h by
of the past two seasons when they
the Broncos. The only points
W.I.N., split his two matches over
finished winning eight straight
PSU picked up was a forfeit in the weekend as he lost a close one
dual matches in each, but what
matters is the tournament in two the 125-pound weight class. The to Oregon State's Jamie Rakevish
Broncos won every other match
5-4, and then picked up a 12-4
weeks. The Broncos finished the
on the day concluded by back-tomajor decision over Allen Kennett
season 9-7 in dual matches and
of Portland State.
Now that the regular season
Q BOOKS 0 STONES 0 JEWELRY OCANDLES <:?
has concluded, the Broncos have
nearly two full weeks to prepare
to defend their Pac-l0 Conference
Championship. Last year the
R
'4 J ;
10faf(t6inguIJcwfcZwiu"
F
Broncos took home the title in
B
'1
T
the conference tournament with
7111f.Or&",iI
11
three individual champions and
S
'1lcis•• l<D8J706
S
208-333·0831
a second place finish. Jorgensen
will be looking to repeat as the
<:?
<:?
individual
133-pound champ
j;Jd'
<:?
and Cherrington is hoping to imWhether you need to buy a unique g(/1
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Broncos set for National
Tournament in Chicago
BY RMBER FUGER
Sports Writer

The Broncos will compete
in a re-match against Baylor- at
the U.S. Tennis Associationl
IntercollegiateTennisAssociation
National Indoor Championship.
The four-day tournament will
open up today for the Broncos and
will need to win to advance in the
single elimination tournament.
In 2004 the headlines read 'No.2
Baylor defeats N?15 Boise State 4-

o in the USTA/ITANational Men's
Team Indoor Championship.' The
Broncos will get their chance to
turn that headline around this
afternoon in Chicago as they face
Baylor again in the first round of
the tournament.
Baylor is top ranked and number one seed in the tournament.
BSU is ranked 43rd in the nation
and are the number 16seed in the
tournament. Baylor heads into
this tournament and the 2005 season as the defending 2004 NCAA

morn Dr STANLEYBREWSTI:RflHE
Thomas Schoeck and the Broncos begin nationals today in Chtcago.

team champions. They retained
their first place ranking thanks
to a school record 28-game winning streak. Baylor is unbeaten
since Feb. 28, 2004. Against Boise
State last year, Baylor's Benedikt
Dorsch took out Guillame Bouvier
(a.k.a. "G-Force"), a 2004 Broncos
powerhouse. The winner of this
match will go on to face the winner of 8th seeded Duke and No. 11
LSU.
Win or lose, the Broncos are assured three matches this weekend
against three of the top 13 teams
in the nation.
"It is a defining time for the
program," Boise State head coach
Greg Patton said. "Opportunity
is knocking and we are going to
knock that door down."
With patience and hard work,
the 2005 Broncos have made it to
the level Patton has been predicting they would reach and continue to amaze. Three freshmen are
making their mark and setting
the precedent their first year as
Broncos.
Luke Shields, better known as
Luke "Skywalker" Shields is currently ranked 41st in the nation
and No. 12 in doubles with teammate Thomas Schoeck (No. 90).
Shields was named the WACplayer of the week for his performance
during the ITA indoor regionals against UNLV and Colorado.
Boise State swept both matches to
confirm their spot in nationals.
Brent Werbeck is playing
great tennis in tough situations.
"[Werbeckl is the hot sauce on our
grand tamale," Patton said.
Freshman Eric Roberson made
his way into the line up winning
his singles match at the sixth spot
and winning his doubles match
with Nils Klemann at the number two spot last weekend against
Oregon.
The Broncos head into the tournament with an overall record of
10-1..Senior Matias Silva, junior
Thomas Schoeck and Klemann
have stepped up to lead the young-
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er team. Silva is currently ranked
55th in the nation and remains to
be one of the fiercest competitors
on the Boise- State team. Ikakai
Jobe a seasoned veteran' transferred to the Broncos this season.
lobe, a senior, brings a new element to the line-up and is sure to
keep Baylor on their toes.
The game plan for the match
against Baylor is all mental strategy. Patton said the team is going
to focus on the ball and not who is
on the other side of the net. "We
are going to downplay Baylor,"
Patton said.

Improve YOLlr
Score the
Chiropractic Way...

Get Involvedl Applications are now available for the following positions:
1.
ASBSUElection Chair
2.
ASBSUFee Proposal Committee
3.
BSU Student Radio Advisory Committee
4.
BSUChildren's Center Advisory Committee
5.
BSU Non-discrimination & Affirmative Action Committee
6.
BSU Parking & Transportation Advisory Committee
7.
BSU Parking Citations Appeal Committee
8.
BSUCampus ID Advisory Committee
9.
ASBSUFinancial Manager
10.
ASBSUFinancial Advisory Board
11.
ASBSUElection Board
12.
ASBSUBuilding & Structures Committee

MUITEn

For more Information,

please contact Personnel Recruitment

Coordinator

Joyce Ward at 426-1147.

BOISE STAT.E UNIVERSITY
NOTICE OF STUDENT FEE HEARINGS
HEARINGS OF THE PROPOSED INCREASES WILL BEHELD
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24,2005 BEGINNING AT "1 :00 P.M·.
IN THE LOOKOUT ROOM OF THE STUDENT UNION BUILDING.
PROPOSALS WILL BE PRESENTED IN THE ORDER LISTED BELOW.
Proposals regarding these proposed fee increases are available for inspection during regular business hours
from the Budget Office, Room 305 of the Administration Building.
All interested persons may submit oral testimony at the hearings or written testimony before February 24th.
Anyone wishing to testify in person may sign up at the hearing or in advance at the Office of Vice ~resident
for Student Affairs. Persons presenting oral testimony are asked to provide a written copy of their t~stimony
to the hearing officer.

Requesting

Current

Unit

Full Time

GENERAL EDUCATION
STRATEGIC FACILITIES FEE
BSU SPIRIT SQUADIMANELINE

DANCERS

HEALTH, WELLNESS & COUNSELING SVCS.
ASBSU CONSERVATION
INTERCOLL.EGIATE

COORDINATORS

ATHLETICS

V6LUNTEERSER~CESBOARD

SUMMARY INFORMATION

-

-

GENERAL EDUCATION FEES
FACILITY FEES
TECHNOLOGY FEES
ACTIVITY F-EES
TOTAL FEES
-

PegL. Blake, Ph.D.
Vice Presidentfor Student Affairs
Boise State University
1910UnlversiIV.Drive
Boise, ID 8.3725·

.~.

Fee/Semester
Part Time

Proposed

Summer

Full Time

Increase

Part Time

Proposed

Summer

Full Time

Fee/Semester
Part Time

Summer

1,138.85

123.80

123.80

176.00

17.70

17.70

1,314.85

141.50

141.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

75.00

7.50

7.50

75.00

7.50

7.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

2.85

0.00

0.00

2.85

0.00

0.00

25.00

0.00

1.00

5.00

3.00

2.00

30.00

3.00

3.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.50

0.20

0.20

1.50

0.20

0.20

90.00

5.00

0.00

5.00

0.50

0.00

95.00

5.50

0.00

1.90

0.10

0.10

1.60

0.25

0.25

3.50

0.35

0.35

Current
Full Time

Fees/Semester
Part Time

Proposed

Summer

1,138.85

123.80

123.80

293.00

27.90

27.90

46.25

4.90

281.90
1,760.00

Full Time

-

Increase

Part Time

Proposed

Summer

Full Time

Fee/Semester
Part.Tlme
·141.50

Summer

176.00

17.70

17.70

1,314.85

75.00

7.50

7.50

368.00

35.40

4.90

0.00

0.00

0.00

46.25

4.90

4.90

20.40

16.25

15.95

3.95

2.45

297.85

24.35

18.70

177.00

172.85

266.95

29.15

27.65

2,026.95

206.15

200.50

-

141.50
35.40

co lire
••
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Square: .an

affordable culinary
experience ... and that's no crepe!
BY TREUER

RLTERS

Culture Writer

want them. We don't need them.
I intend to write a strongly worded letter to the leadership of this
I was readying myself to leave country asking for anti-toenail
the house this past weekend,
legislation. Perhaps some mediand I decided for the first time cal procedure could be introin some months to wear sandals.
duced just after birth, not unlike
I paid no nevermind, of course,
a circumcision. The idea is: Take
to how cold it still is outside, but 'em early and they'll never know
rather determined that flip-flops
what they're missing.
would be more fun to don, and
The fact that I've just mentioned
more importantly, would match
the term circumcision makes me
my shirt.
uncomfortable, so I'll get back to
Moments from departing, I my Murphy's Law bit.
looked down and was horrified at
Essentially, every time I need
how long my toenails had grown.
to be somewhere, and I'm not the
In this wintry February, I must
most on-time I've ever been, I find
have gone weeks without actually
dog poop on my carpet. Oddly
ever stopping to look at my toes. enough, the later I am, the messiNow, let me cast aside the continer the droppings become to clean
uous personification of Murphy's
up. Say I'm twenty minutes late
Law that it is my life. (namely, ev- for a date (Ha! Like I everhave one
erything that can go wrong just of thosel), then of course there
before I have to leave home in a will be the foulest, slimiest, most
rush, will go wrong. )More on that
God-awful thing that a canine
later. While delaying my exit and has ever secreted spread evenly
providing my toes with an over- about my entire floor. In this scedue grooming, I had a thought.
nario, I would also spill ketchup
What the heck is the point ofhudown the front of my pants. I'm
mans having toenails?
not sure why I would be playing
I'm certain they must be a with ketchup just before a date,
throwbacktowhatever time in the but in my dream world, it would
deep past that humans used to be be certain to occur.
pre-primate creatures where we
So, anyway, I know my comneeded toe-claws to scratch weird plaints are rather random and
places on our fur-covered bod- puerile, but I'm of the mind not
ies. But now? Why the heck do we to care at present. I'm not a fan of
need them. Hey, I'm not trying to toenails. 1hate maintaining them.
rain onthe readership of Cosmo's And I hate Murphy. Who the heck
collective parades by pitching for does he think he is making laws
the removal of toenails, but hey, that say my life is always going
I don't paint mine. (Other than
to be in shambles? Hmmmm?
that one time, which my thenActually, even if my legislation
girlfriend begged for permission
proposal fails, the government
to do. I'm not weird. Okay, I am; should meet me halfway. Let's
just not for that reason).
take Mr. Murphy's toenails. He
I understand fingernails. I'm has no business influencing my
a huge proponent of scratching
dogs to crap on the floor anyone's head when confused. But more. I'm serious.
I'm not cool with toenails. I don't
BY TRRUIS

"

j
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ESTUDLD

Culture Columnist

Call me a blockhead, but I did
not know crepes could be square.
Well, I am just a speck, a spot really, in the universe. I guess I don't'
know where to draw the line. But,
I do know good food when I taste
it, and in "anything but square"
Boise, Square Restaurant is definitely toeing that line. Why has
there not been a crepe joint in
Boise until now?
That's what co-owners and
brothers Jason and Russ
Crawforth
asked
themselves as they
traveled to San
Francisco -and
sat down for
eats in a few
of the many
crepe res-

i

and serving. "Youhave to drawon
taurants there. I had a chat with
every skill you have when you do
Russ Crawforth over a "Square
something like this," Crawforth
meal" of salmon and carmelized
explained. The teacher found he
onions wrapped in a buckwheat
could be the learner as he imcrepe. "There are about a dozen
crap cries in San Francisco and we mersed himself in the crepe
clique of the food industry ..
found one we really liked there,"
You can find Square on the
Russ explained. They frequented
block between 7th and 8th on
that spot and asked a lot of questions about the business. After a Main Street. The small restaurant
knows the value of visual appeal.
year of research and other prepThe walls are adorned with local
arations, the Crawforth brothart, and a beautiful metallic bar
- ers opened Boise's first crapery,
surrounds the cooks as they proSquare.
Russ Crawforth is rio duce crepe after. crepe on giant
stranger to re- hot plates. The cooks and servsearch.
He ers all have opinions on what is
the best food, and they are eager
taught
. to share their insights. Part of the
English
at Boise appeal of Square restaurant is the
S tat e atmosphere, and there is no extra
charge for that. A typical plate is
before
between six and eight dollars,
opening
the new making Square one of the most attractive and affordable date spots
restaurant. He in Boise. They will even knock a
dollar off ifyou present your Boise
has also
been in State !D.
Square is serving Breakfast,
the food
lunch and dinner every day, and
industry
on Thursday nights, Square feafor many
tures OJ Moksha from Fif Empire
yea
I' s
spinning dub. You will not be
managing

out of line to hit up Square at any.
time of day, and if you need a late
night snack on Friday or Saturday
nights, Square's crepe cart will be
feeding the drunken masses outside of Poblano's at the corner of
8th and Idaho.
Square is doing a lot of things
right. Their menu is filled with
food you have always loved on
homemade crepes, along with the
stuff you never thought you would
see wrapped in a thin dessert
pancake. Craw forth insists that
these tasty treats aren't just for
dessert anymore, and they don't
come round anymore either. Your
square crepe could be filled with
anything from tandoori chicken
and mushrooms to ratatouille (a
vegetable mix with awesome seasoning) and cheese. Soups arc a
tasty compliment to your crepe,
and Square also boasts terrific
salads, affordable wine and a variety of coffee and cheeses.
If you are still hungry for dessert, or you're in for breakfast, you
may try a more familiar blend with
fresh fruit and whipped cream or
sliced banana with ice cream and'
chocolate topping. It truly never
tasted so good to be square.

Web site of the Week:
NInJal,The LIttle NInja
BY JOSEF
Culture

FIRMRGE
Writer

What do Uma Thurman,
Quentin Tarantino and a small
boy with a bird have in common?
To find out, go to www.ninjai.
com.
Ninjai, The Little Ninja, is an
online action/adventure animation series created by the Ninjai
gang, "a group of young stuntmen by day and animators, musicians, and artists by night." It follows the story of Ninjai, a small
boy and his little bird friend. The
boy is sweet, unassuming, and
cares for beauty, truth, and love.
However, he is aware that there
are demons in the world who
mean to harm and need to be
. destroyed. Mixed with Japanese

philosophy and lore, modern-day
animation (completely done with
Flash 5 animation program), and
grassroots participation from
The Ninjai Gang, Ninjai, The
Little Ninja, delivers the beginnings of a cult classic.
The Little Ninja is already in
its 11th episode. The 12th is to
be released on March 15. Each
episode follows the adventures
of Ninjai, who is cuter than your
nephew and deadlier than Bruce
Lee. Martial arts fans will adore
it and lovers of the underground
will find it an instant hit. But be
forewarned, the little guy packs
a punch as most of the episodes
are gory. Those who deplore violence should stay clear.
As for me, I have been a fan for
quite some time .
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SerIes .showcases
BSUstudent Terry

BY TRRVIS
ESTVDLD
Culture Editor

Justin Terry performs tonight.
2/24: Tammy Carr (Slam Poet)
The only non-musical performer to headline the Series, Carr
brings to the stage her original
poetry about many topics including the drama of everyday life.

PlUmJ COUIlTESY OF BOISE

5'l}JE PlUmJ SERVICES

3/10: Jessie Veeder
North Dakota-native Veeder
may look young, but she's got veteran songwriting and. performing talent, and has been honing it
since she was 12.

~F~E~B~I~7~2~O~O~5_

Tonight at 5 p.m. on the Brava
Stage in the Student Union building, Justin Terry will perform for
the Coffeehouse Concert Series.
The show is free, as always.
Terry says his music is "folk-y,
progressive stuff" and that he enjoys covering songs by the Rolling
Stones, the Grateful Dead and
Ben Harper among others. "I like
singer/songwriter
stuff," Terry
said. Musically inclined since he
was a boy, Terry was a singer in
New York for a band since he was
12 years old. He finally picked
up a guitar about three years ago
and has been practicing steadily
since. "I'm a better singer than
guitarist," he admits.
IfJustin Terry's name sounds familiar, maybe it's because he was
on Boise State Radio's NPR News
91for two years, and won a national2003 Mark of Excellence Award
from the Society of Professional
Journalists. Additionally, he is

about to complete his tenure as
the campus' MLK Committee
Chairman.
.
When not wrapping the last of
his educational requirements (he
is slated to graduate from Boise
State with a communication degree in May), he can often be
found "bouncing around" local
venues, hitting open mic nights at
local establlshments. He is a regular at Pengilly's and performs at
Satchel's on Saturday mornings.
Terry is currently applying
for graduate schools including
the Draper School at New York
University and the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
He is also considering studying
abroad.
Tonight's performance is an excellent opportunity to see what
Justin Terry can do with a guitar
and a microphone - before he departs the campus for bigger and
better things. Next week's concert will feature slam poet Tammy
Carr.

FIFTH

and IDAHO
downtown

bolH

Greyhound Helps
You And A Friend Unleash
This Spring Break.

• ".'t.

3/3: Rochelle Smith
Smith will perform original,
acoustic rock music. Her Student
Activities artist bio describes her
as "sweet," "fearless," "soothing"
and "powerful."

3/17: Paradigm
The band possesses a full, melodic rock sound that should have
crossover appeal to fans of music
ranging from alternative to urban
contemporary.
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Clarification
Chris Rockwell, the subject
children. Also, Final Wipe is
of "Nampa man brings tales
not a sponsor, only provided
from the toilet to your PC," an product to Rockwell. The rearticle that ran in The Arbiter porter and Rockwell disagree
on Feb. 14, disagrees with
on whether Rockwell said he
some of the content in the would "eventually go on to
story. Rockwell says he does something bigger." Lastly, the
have a fence in his backyard,
reporter replaced an expletive
"with a ditch and anotherfence
with a less offensive word in
between his property and
his direct quote of Rockwell.
,:" ...l!~s~ll.0\ll:_..~o~ck_~~IU.!!e.s.slls
... .Th!l.A[biterregrets any confu-.
. 'he does not poop in front of sion this may have caused.
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33% to 70%

NOBODY
BEATS OUR
PRfCES!
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Visit Greyhoundpromos.com for 50% off
Companion Fares and free ways to unleash this Spring Break.

Arbiter el.llined edutrtluunu'n frft to
students. CI... Illed Ida.'" be pllClthrl • ..,.:
"'11: elltllned .. lrbt\lrOnltnt.COIt
phane:315-RQ4I II 100
or stop bl' the arnee It 160SUniUlMlI\tJ Drlue
,
(eerall
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$600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus! Four
hours of your group's
time PLUS our free (yes,
free) fundraising solutions
EQUALS $1,000-$2,000
in earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $600
bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser.
Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238, or
~isit www.campusfundraiser. com
'
FREE LAD MIX PUPpy to good home. House
trained, has all shots. Call
412-7657
FREE
TO
GOOD
HOME.
I year old German Shepherd Mix. Spayed + shots.
No children please. 3711838
Guitar Lessons - Basic
to advanced. Teach all
styles, esp. jazz, blues,
rock, folk. $IO/half hour.
Mike @429-1106
Looking for broken guitars or instruments. Will
pick up, free - $10. Any
conditionlbrandlno brand.
Mike 429-1106

'02 Mazda Tribute ES
V6 4x4 SUV. 28k. Rem.
WaIT, Leather, 6 disc,
Loaded!
$18,OOO/obo.
672-9726. Lv. msg.

I
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record, well maintained,
$1350. Call 989-7016

.SRY IT

'92
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New

Almost new couch. Overstuffed microfiber,
tan.
$400/0bo. Call 860-7347
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CIVIC PLAZA
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Mfordable

Downtown/
Uving

Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$850, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.

Newly Built
1&2 Bedrooms
$475 or $595

OJ Setup- two Tech
1200M3Ds,Vestax PMC
07 mixer,shure M447,
125 records + more
$1200 283-4610 Paul

• Ek",ztOrJ
• Dirtdlyacrrmfrom lfinLv
• U·iloUl' jllJICU IlXJIH

• B",1neu Center
·&amdAa'"..,

Free Macintosh Software
Norton
Antivirus
5.0,
Adobe Illustrator 7.0. Call
345-8204

Jobs while
student,

1969 VW Bug-rebuilt
engine, CD, new tircs,
upholstery, new carpet &
headliner. $2500 obo Call
860-2029
1992 Chevy Cavalier RS
AT, AC, PL, ABS, clean,
runs good. $950/0bo 8602658

Click

1998 Red Chevy Cavalier, 4V sedan. 99k miles,
$2400, Great condition
in and out! Call Chelsea,
989-9191
3bd/2ba Home For Sale
in Middleton.
1830 sf~
lots of living space. Sce
at www.a2sboise.com
or
call 283-9139 $139,900
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250,
sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464
95 Ford Escort (white),
113k, alc, pis, p/m, 5sp wi
cc. 30k left on tires. Battery waITantied, new alter,
new stmts, clean car fax

2 Pools
On

sn, Management
Cable

All UtiftllcJ Included

Fltnes, center

Rene 5530
:Aplmu; P.ild(ti!itio· SOO
Dhtiw Renl ·IJliO

2 Bedroom + Iownhomcs
milab1r: B9&,11505<1. fl.
5530. $GOO
Rrnl·mO,OO
!,\ppm,:, Paid (till,i" :..lL.lillm.

(E)

EJfccti,~ Rtnt • 5460.00

Tor 1IL'r, 1'if.'T7llllti,m
rl'14 @' 341·6061

Calf

Duplex for Rent! Ibdl
Iba. N. cnd location. Offstreet parking. $425/mo
+$425 deposit. 6 mo.
Icase. Call 484-5711.

BroncoJobs

EVERGREEN SUITES 384·1600

career.bolsestate.edu

F
Roommate
Wanted
in Boise, close to freeway entrance. $250/mo.
Month-Month lease OK.
Call 761-2497

Diligent student needed
to collect campus data.
Education or journalism
majors preferred. Approx.
15-20 hrs. total. Good pay
and byline credit offered.
Send inquiry to abramchristophcr@
yahoo.corn

Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus

PART
TIME
HELP
WANTED/RETAIL.
1620 hrs/wk
evc/wknds.
Wage + monthly bonus -+:
$7 - $13/hr. Fax resume
to: 433-9682 or email to:
bkwarner@onewcst.net

Starting

at $295/mo.

60
62
63
64
65
66
67

3
4
5

13

24
28

58
.62

65

©

2005 Tribune Media Services,
All rights reserved.

6 Baseball
theft
7 German
mercenary
8 Maximum
9 Slaughter
of
Cooperstown
10
Tome and
Principe
11 Indian prince
12 Agenda part
13 Sawbucks
19 Occurring
every
third year
22 To date
25 Disfigures
27 Thrifty
29 Alluring women
32
-o'-shanter
33 Simpson
grandpa
35 Actor Danson
36 Fastening
device
37 Dunderhead
38 Black or White
39 Quiet
perseverance
40 Sacred
book
42 Stable seats

·02117/05

Inc.

Solutions
A

a
3
3
d

s

54 Long (for)
55 Tuscany
river
56 You, to a
Quaker
59 High point
61 NASA's ISS
partner

44 Make movie
46 Nastier
47 Developer's
purchase
48 Fast
51 Ledger item
53 Give off

336-8787
Room 4 Rcnt in 3Bd,
IBa house 10km Irol11
BSU. WID, D/W Garagc
$300pm + 1/3 utI. Call
Greg 377-0917

$7 to $12 per hr

I ENJOY GIVING.
PEOPLE ABUSIVE
SERVICE WINDOWS.

o

.;
g

1~

WHY?
\

·Paid training
• Casual environment
• Flexible schedule

WELL, IF YOU CANT BE
HOME FROM MARCH TO
OCTOBER, THEN Sf\Y
GOODBYE TO REGIS AND
KELL YI
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Please call for
more information

658·4888

,
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By Linda C. Black

Tribune Media Seruices

[~~~-1i!i10
[L~;;c-~~~.1-,-,.j
Apply for a position on
the Voluntecr Scrvices
Board. All positions arc
. for 2005-2006 Board.

I'M GOING TO
WORK FOR. THE
CABLE COMPANY.

DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
.EVENINGand WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE

Studio Apt. Clean, quiet,
perfect for a single student. $405/mo.
225 E
Pcnnsylvania. 385-0733

$800 weckly guarantecd
Stuffing envelopes. Scnd
a sciI' addrcssed stampcd
envclope to: Scarab Marketing, 28 E. Jackson,
10th floor, stc. 938, Chicago, IL 60604

r-----------.. g r--.--;--------,

We need enthusiastic
individuals with
.
excellent verbal skills
to work 20-40
hours per week.

Customer Sales/service
Great Pay
Flexible Schedules
All ages 18+
Conditions exist
No Exp Nee, We train
CALL 331-2820
Call Mon.·Thurs.

,",
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Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is an 8 - Be sure you
check and double-check
the
orders that you're given. The
odds are pretty high there's a
mistake in there.

SagIttarIus
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - You're in a more
powerful position than you
may realize. You hold the
objective insight the others are
looking for.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 - Watch out
for conflicts of interest and
petty jealousies. Don't make
assumptions,
either. Things
may not be as they appear.

Capricorn
(Dec. 22- Jan. 19)
Today is a 5 - A change in plans
could seriously disrupt your
routine. That's why you need
a back-up plan or two. Be on
the alert.

Aries (March 21-AWilI9)
Today is an 8 -Youd be wise to
test the waters carefully before
plunging in. What at first
appears to be quite appealing
may deter you from your goal.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
.
Today is a 5 - The routine is
disrupted,
and it will be for
awhile. Put in the changes
you've been thinking about
over the next few weeks .

Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 9 - See if you
can hold your meetings
electronically.
That'll cut down
on your travel time and that
will soothe your nerves.

Taurus (April 20- May 20)
Today is a 6 - There's monel'
coming your way, and that s
good. Don't let it slip through
your fingers. Don't pour it into
a rat hole, either. Take care.

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is an 8 - Your immense
talent and popularity
increases
even more when you Use your
skills to help a friend who can't
do what you can.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 5, - Changes at home
and at work demand attention
and concentration.
Learn
to do both quickly, because
you're also multi-tasking.

GeminI (May21-June
21)
Today is an 8 - Your voice is
louder the next few days, and
more persuasive. You're a force
with whom others have to
reckon. Stand tall.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 6 - Should you save
or should you shop? Here's a
rule of thumb: if you buy stuff
that will make you money in
the long run, go ahead.

Today's Birthday (02-17-05).
It's wonderful
to travel and to
meet interesting
people. The
hard part is when you have
to move on and leave those
friends behind. But, you can
still write letters.
To get the advantage,
check
the day's rating: 10 is the
easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
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Halo 2®
On the

BIG
SCREEN!
• 16 Garners. 4
Screens. Stale-of-theArt Surround Sound
The Rool Thea!re is happy to announce the launch 01 Halo 2! Game Nighlat the Northgate
Reel Theatres. The evenlstarls on Friday, Fabrual)' 4'" @ midnight and runs until 3am
Saturday morning. This wm become a weekly event (wi the possibility 01 more nights being
added laler on) a1 the Northgate Reel Theatre on 6950 W. Salll ST. in Boise. The (Xls!.will
be $10 per person playingand $3 lor persons walching. For moreinformation on this or lor
current movie infonnalion, please caD 377-2620or visit www.reellhea!re.com.
Come on
over to the Northgale Reel and get your game on!
'!lot S1loI«j & Safon<!llJ(» mpt\'Jle<IlIypeminlotJ '""'-~.
i1I/l!!JrlIIodS_&b'_~'
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Dring in od & receive $100
off Ist month rent
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5

20

DOWN
Couple with
sixteen arms?
Redeemable
certificate
Quizzed
Meese and
McBain
Cultivate

2

4

17

Hopeful one
Headliner
Tightly closed
Middle East
peninsula
Beelzebub
Pat
Lanterns
Inhuman
ones
Not working
Hurdle
Fencer's
foil
Full of passion
Exist
Musician on the
road
From that place
Abbr. for a bus.
Fairy-tale
start
Add grass to
greens
Golfer's peg'
Cooking vessels
On an annual
basis

43
44
45
49
50
52
53
55
57
58

at http://
Private LivingAreas & Bath
Shared CommonAmenities

Room for Rent $400 mo.
+ $100 dcI'. util. inc I. Nicc
size 3bd hs ncar Capital
High. Call 830-9992 or
424-2611

1 ElOOroom: 680 sq. ft.

or

service

~:;':6:~~:j~~~~;·
[m~}~1}·.
~
Big Ibd/apt, liIlI kit., alc,
frec cable, NEnd Bogusl
Hill Rds. area, $450/mo.
Contact Dan ancr 5pm,
345-2281

37
40
41
42

Free job-referral

Includes all utilities, cable/
computer lab. Open 'l days
a week

4dr. Yellow, excel, condo
31k, must see, $13,800/
obo.447-7777

Career

Internships?

T

-~:"~':.i.....<~":"_~~,i..:..::,<~:..i;l."':,
,''','

36

you are a

Opportunities,

Queen PlOW
op mattress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $129.
Can deliver. 866-7476

01 4x4 Ford Ranger Edge,

15
16
17
18
20
21
23
24
26
27
28
30
31
34

3

14

reqion

Macintosh
Software:
Connectix Virtual PC ineludes Windows 98, $5.
Call 345-8204

transmission
custom/afSnow board-Ride
155cm
ter market parts, blown
,. Timeless
w/bindings.
engine. Make otTcr. Call'
Barely used, great cond!!!
283-9581 or 830-9992
$200 obo Call 860-2441
'93
Mercury
Topaz
Suski snowmobile
('87)
$600/0bo. 131K. Drivefor sale as is $1795. Sports
able, trans. needs work.
'
Call Kat 284-3771.
package engine upgrade.
Leave message 208-922'98 VW Golf 84k. 4 dr. 5
2055

14

BE A BARTENDER,
No experience necessary, hands on training in
Boise, must be 18 yrs or
older, make $100-150 per
shin, job placement/get
certified. Call 333-tips
(8477)

2

ACROSS
Groups of eight
Colors
Sch. near
Harvard
Share abook
project
Sicilian spouter
Broke bread
Scuffle
Make level
Choose
(to)
Rodeo ropes
St. Louis eleven
Verse work
Superman's
gal
Evergreen
River of Pakistan
Overweight
Spanish
lariat
Largest moon in
the solar system
India/Pakistan

1
7
11

Looking for

Italian leather couch and
loveseat for sale! Brand
new, still, in plastic. Retail $2950, sacrifice $895.
Call 888-1464.

'11

Crossword

sitions. Applications now
available at the Student
Activities
Office
(I st
Floor, SUB) For more
info, call Mahi Takazawa
at 426-2877 or rnahitakazawa@ boisestate.edu

.:X,ih"',"Jili'W9Ifl·'i

Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package,
Sacrifice $99. Call 8667476

Macintosh
Software:
Microsoft om« 98 $5.
Adobe Acrobat 5.0 $5.
Call 345-8204

deadline

3/4/05
for
Director
&411105 for all other po-

BroncoJobs

FREE
SOFTWARE:
Adobe Acrobat 3,0 for
Macintosh Call 345-8204

Macintosh
Software:
Macromedia Flash 5 Freehand 10 Studio. Advanced
illustration' for designing.
$20. Call 345-8204

Application

'\.

.
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